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I thought I would address a question that I seem to get asked often during my lectures on program design, which is, "Is single set
training just as beneficial as multiple set training?" Ultimately, the objective of this article is to put this issue into perspective so that you,
the fitness professional, are able to answer this question for your clients.
Let's answer the question right off the bat: multiple set training (3-5 sets) produces superior training results in maximum strength and
hypertrophy over single set training!
So why the controversy and confusion? Well, there have been several studies that have demonstrated similar improvements in
muscular strength and hypertrophy when performing single or multiple sets. However, careful examination of the research literature
brings to light some intriguing explanations for these similar results.
Potential Explanations
Some studies measured strength improvements using small muscle mass type exercises or isolation type exercises such as leg curl
and leg extension. It is believed that over the same period of time single joint exercises do not produce as large a training effect as
multi joint exercises. This factor implies that if a study used small mass, single joint exercises, that differences between one or triple set
training may have been masked and the actual impact of the three set training protocol not as evident.
Furthermore, many single set studies were generally performed in less than three months (12 weeks). It is widely accepted that as an
individual trains beyond three months, gains are much more apparent and significant with multiple training.
The third explanation is many single set studies that showed similar results to multiple set training used untrained subjects. It has been
well known for several decades that untrained subjects beginning any type of resistance training program initially demonstrate large
performance increases over a short period of time regardless of the number of sets performed. However, as time continues (past six
months), these gains (using single set training) become quite small. Trained subjects improve at a slower rate than untrained
individuals and require greater stimulation in order to improve. It is here that multiple set training demonstrates it superiority.
These are only a few of many potential reasons that single set training has produced so many favorable accolades. However, this is
not to say that single set training does not have its value as a viable training protocol.
Putting It Into Perspective
Sometimes a client's schedule or lifestyle does not offer him the luxury of training more than two times a week for longer than 30
minutes. Single set training is quick and produces results.
Often, clients are not willing to do a program no matter how technically perfect it is. They just don't like having to weight train for more
than 20 to 30 minutes. Single set training is a simpler and more appealing option for these clients.
It does happen that some very well trained individuals are no longer capable of putting in the time or effort required to continue to
stimulate gains in strength or size. This may be due to starting a new job, going back to school or having a baby. However, these
people want to maintain as many of the benefits of their training for as long as possible; single set training (high intensity) has been
shown to reduce strength loss as compared to no training at all. For example, one client of mine was able to perform nine chin ups with
a 30 pound load in September. He then went back to his graduate studies and could only train one to two times a week for 20 to 30
minutes. After eight months of single set training once a week using the same workload, he was able to perform five chin ups with the
30 pounds. Although, he did lose strength, it was minor given the low volume and frequency of training performed during the eight
months.
The bottom line is, if working with very committed TRAINED individuals wanting to improve, multiple set training appears to offer the
superior training effects over time. However, if you are working with one of the following:
z
z
z
z

Sedentary individuals
Clients wanting muscular tone and firmness
Clients with tight schedules
Clients who don't like spending too much time in the gym
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...then single set training may be just the thing!
The key point to remember here is not so much what is the best training protocol but rather what is the training protocol that your client
is most likely capable of doing at that specific point in time! Also, take into consideration many of the variables discussed above when
deciding on single versus multiple sets. So, when you are asked the question, "What's better, multiple or single set training?" You can
say, "That depends!"
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